Isolation and Culture of Human Spermatogonial Stem Cells Derived from Testis Biopsy
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Abstract

Background: In cancer patients, chemothera- py and radiotherapy can cause infertility by damaging spermatogenesis process. This process is based on self-renewal and differentiation of a rare population of the testicular cells called Sperm- atogonial Stem Cells (SSCs). Scientists have tried to isolate, enrich and culture human spermatogonial stem cells, hoping to resolve infertility problems in cancer recovered patients in the future.

Methods: Spermatogonial stem cells were isolated and purified from human testicular biopsies sample consisting of at least 500,000 and at most 2,000,000 cells. Two enzymatic digestion steps were performed. Enriching methods, differential plating, and specific culture in serum-free medium with added growth factors: human GDNF, bFGF, EGF and LIF was performed on coated dishes.

Results: Human spermatogonial stem cell clusters were observed after 7 to 10 days in specific culture, then after several passages and successful expanding duration of 52 days, the cells were evaluated by three layer immunocyto- chemistry test (LSAB) to stain GPR125 protein as a surface marker in human spermatogonial stem cells.

Conclusion: In current study human spermatogonial stem cell were isolated and expanded with the least manipulations in comparison with the other usual isolation methods like florescent or magnetic activated cell sorting. In contrast to the other SSCs isolation and culture methods, this system is based on the testicular biopsies against large samples, thus suggested method in this study is closer to clinical usage in the future.
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Introduction

Today, treating cancer in children has been improved immensely. However, chemotherapy and radiotherapy as the methods of cancer treatment damage different types of cells especially proliferating cells like spermatogonial ones in testis 1. With the hope of treatment and recovery from cancer in children, one of the major challenges facing these patients after puberty is infertility later in life 2. Since spermatogenesis does not begin in childhood, freezing mature sperm is impossible. Then autotransplant of testis stem cells
has been suggested by scientists as a practical clue. On the other hand, the number of spermatogonial stem cells in one testis biopsy is not sufficient to transplant for healing the damages of germinal layer caused by cancer therapy. Hence, before each treatment, the possibility of specific isolation, enrichment, culturing and expanding spermatogonial stem cells as major sperm generators should be provided to auto-transplant and recover fertility after cancer treatment.

Different types of human spermatogonia include progenitor Adark-spermatogonia, progenitor Apale-spermatogonia, committed Apale-spermatogonia, and B-spermatogonia. The progenitor Adark-spermatogonia apparently are stems or reserve spermatogonia. For specific isolation of spermatogonial stem cells and undifferentiated spermatogonia, scientists have tried to identify specific markers in rodent, monkey and human. Recently, GPR125 has been introduced as a marker for mouse spermatogonial stem/progenitor cells. Furthermore, GPR125 has been approved as a reliable marker for human SSCs. He Z. et al 2010 studied more than six markers that have been identified for SSCs and progenitors in other species to characterize the phenotypes of human spermatogonia and more differentiated germ cells. Then they could obtain ~3×10^4 human GPR125-positive spermatogonia from ~6×10^6 germ cells after MACS (It implies 2% of total tested cells).

By considering the fact that human spermatogonial stem cells are too rare in testis as mentioned above, for any clinical usage of spermatogonial stem cells, enrichment and culture of these cells will be the first requirement. In culture field, Kanatsu-Shinohara et al cultured mouse SSCs in such a way that these cells propagated themselves on a feeder layer. A special Serum Free Medium (SFM) has been introduced by them that contained special supplements and several growth factors, including GDNF.

For the first time, Dirami et al performed differential plating to enrich porcine Type A Spermatogonia to decrease Sertoli and myoid cells. Culturing human spermatogonial stem cell had not been reported until 2009 that Sadri et al were able to propagate the Human Spermatogonial Stem Cells In vitro. In addition, in recent decades, in culturing systems laminin coated dishes replaced co-culturing system that based on feeder layers.

It should be mentioned that at this stage of studies identifying specific markers, enrichment and isolation undifferentiated spermatogonia from somatic cells and differentiated germ cells were fulfilled by researches. Nevertheless, isolating germ cells from blood-related malignancies needs more investigation before any clinical procedures can take place.

In the current study, we tried to isolate, enrich and specifically culture spermatogonial stem cells derived from tiny biopsy samples. In the next step, after expanding human spermatogonial stem cells, we evaluate our culture system by immunocytochemistry test to stain GPR125 protein as surface marker in human spermatogonial stem cells.

**Materials and Methods**

**Sampling and digestion**

This study is based on 12 biopsy samples taken from different azoospermic patients referred to Avicenna infertility clinic center for operating TESE procedure (testicular sperm extraction). After performing clinical procedure and confirming active spermatogenesis, and obtaining verbal informed consent from the patients, surplus testis samples were donated to the research laboratory. Two enzymatic digestion steps were performed by 2.5 mg/ml collagenase IV (Sigma-aldrich) for 15 min and then trypsin-EDTA (0.25%-1 mM) for 5-7 minutes on each biopsy in 37°C temperature. Biopsy samples consisted of at least 500,000 and at most 2,000,000 cells.

**SSCs culture technique**

In the cases which the biopsies contained more than 10^6 cells, cells were suspended in DMEM-F12 (Sigma) with 10% FBS (Gibco) for 3 hr or for an overnight (in different cases) in uncoated plates to enrich spermatogonial cells and decrease the number of myoid and...
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sertoli cells. During this time, myoid and sertoli cells make opportunities to attach culture dishes. Then, suspended cells were collected and cultured in SFM with some supplements and growth factors: 10 ng/ml human GDNF (Sigma), 10 ng/ml bFGF (Sigma), 20 ng/ml EGF and 10^3 U/ml LIF (Chemicon) in 20 μl/ml laminin (Sigma) coated or 0.2% gelatin (Sigma) coated dishes at 37°C in an atmosphere of 5% CO_2 \(^{9,11}\) (base medium was DMEM-F12).

In the cases that biopsies contained less than 10^6 cells, we bypassed the differential plating method that was mentioned above. It was preferred to save myoid and sertoli cells in these cases as feeder cells, because the primary cell number was so few. Thus, cell suspended in DMEM-F12 with 10% FBS for overnight at a density of 30,000/cm^2 in 20 μl/ml laminin \(^{11}\) coated or 0.2% gelatin \(^9\) coated plates, the following day, DMEM-F12 with 10% FBS media was changed to SFM contained specific growth factors within the previous plates. Spermatogonial stem cells clusters were passaged every 7-10 days. The cells were cultured and passed 6 times during 52 days, in this study.

**Immunocytochemistry**

Culture of human spermatogonial stem cells was evaluated by immunocytochemistry test. After 52 days of culture, the cells were trypsinated and cytospind onto slides for DAB staining GPR125 protein as surface marker on these cells. Slides were fixed in NBF for 10 min. Serum blocking was performed by 10% sheep normal serum for 30 min at room temperature and the endogenous peroxidase activity was quenched with 3% hydrogen peroxide in dark. The slides were incubated with primary antibodies (AB), including rabbit polyclonal AB to GPR125 (Ab5175, Abcam Inc., Cambridge, MA) at a 1:100 dilution at 4°C overnight \(^8\). After 3 washes with TBS-1% BSA, the slides were incubated by secondary antibody, biotinylated sheep anti rabbit at 2.5 μg/ml for 45 min at room temperature and washed 3 times.

Next, streptavidin-HRP complex (Invitrogen) was added to the cells for 30 min and treated by diaminobenzidine (DAB) as the chromogen and hematoxyline as counterstain. Then, dehydration was performed through a series of graded alcohols. As negative control, somatic cells derived from an 86-year-old man testis, were used, after several hours differential plating.

For this purpose, frozen 86-year-old man testis, was thawed. After digestion, the cell suspension placed in DMEM-F12 with 10% FBS, then float cells (include germ cells and floated somatic cells) were removed after several hours. The resistant attached spindle cells at the bottom of plate, were cultured in DMEM-F12 with 10% FBS for 3 weeks, these attached somatic cells trypsinated after 2 passages and were used as negative control. Hela cell line was used as positive control \(^{13}\). In the end, slides were examined under microscope (OLYMPUS BX51).

**Results**

Differential plating was suggested to enrich spermaogonia in cell suspension derived from testis sample after enzymatic digestion by some articles \(^{10,11}\). In the current study, after investigation on 12 testicular biopsies, we observed that decrease in the number of somatic cells (like myoid and sertoli cells) by differential plating was unsuccessful to maintain spermatogonia and early cell death was observed in culture conditions when the number of cells in testicular biopsies was less than 10^6. Thus, when primary count was less than 10^6 cells, instead of differential plating, cells should be suspended in DMEM-F12 with 10% FBS for overnight in 20 μl/ml laminin coated or 0.2% gelatin coated plates. A day later, DMEM-F12 with 10% FBS media should be changed to SFM contained specific human spermatogonial stem cells growth factors in the prior plates. In this way, we could prevent excessive loss of cells and restrict proliferation somatic cells by decreasing serum in culture condition at last.
On the other hand, we observed that when primary cell count was more than \(10^6\) cells in digested cell suspension, differential plating was beneficial to enrich human spermatogonia and decrease disturbing of somatic cells before transferring the cells to SFM. To obtain the appropriate time for primary culture, two culture times of 3 hr primary culture and overnight culture in DMEM-F12 media with 10% FBS were compared to each other. The bottom of each dish was examined by microscope (OLYMPUS CK41) after collecting the suspended cells. The plate that related to 3 hr primary culture showed little cell attachment. This means that many testicular somatic cells were not resistant to be attached to plastic dishes during 3 hr (Figure 1A). Then, major of somatic cells will be suspended and transferred to laminin coated dish that was prepared for specific culture. Nevertheless, the plate that related to overnight primary culture showed appropriate somatic cells attachment during this period (Figure 1B). Thus, enriching human spermatogonia in digested cell suspension was fulfilled as the aim of differential plating. Collection and centrifuge of overnight cell suspension will help remove blood cells and disturbing particles from culture system too.

Based on morphology, human spermatogonial stem cells cluster were appeared between 7 to 10 days of culture in SFM media included mentioned growth factors with compact and raised appearance. Primary spermatogonial germ cells cluster was near or on the somatic cells (Figure 2).

After the first passage, the clusters got more typical appearance. Despite the fact whether the cells compact reach 80% confluency or not between 7 to 10 days, the morphologic appearance of undifferentiated spermatogonia cluster started to change and their bounder lines began to become indistinguishable after several days in culture. The appropriate time to passage the undifferentiated spermatogonia was around the time when morphological changes were taking place. Human spermatogonial stem cells clusters propagated by expanding the surface area culture after each passage, but the number of fibroblastic cells did not increase as much. Even the somatic cells aged and declined in SFM media (Figure 3).

So far, human spermatogonial germ cells cluster attached to gelatine or laminin coated plates with the minimum somatic cells accompaniment after several passages (Figure 4).

The colonies condition was not mentioned for different cases on gelatin and laminin coated plated when the primary count was less than \(10^6\) cells in biopsy samples.

The specific culture of human spermatogonial stem cells was evaluated and approved.
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by collecting the cultured cells after 52 days and DAB staining GPR125 as specific surface marker on these cells. The majority of the cells on each field were positive. By considering spermatogonial stem cell number Hela cells as positive control and testis somatic cells derived from an 86-year-old man as negative control are shown in figure 5.

**Discussion**

Reproductive potential of an organism can be prolonged indefinitely by using germ-line stem cells. In rodent, only 0.03% of all germ cells are spermatogonial stem cells. They are the only cell type that can repopulate and restore fertility to congenitally infertile recipient mice following transplantation. In recent years, three major requirements needed to advance spermatogonial stem cell research were (i) an in vivo assay for stem cell function like methods for spermatogonial transplantation, (ii) knowledge of stem cell markers, and (iii) a method to maintain the stem cells continuously in culture.

Kanatsu-Shinohara et al cultured SSCs in such a way that these cells propagated themselves, while retaining their capacity to repopulate a recipient mouse testis upon transplantation. Differential plating to enrich Porcine Type A Spermatogonia was performed by Dirami et al. Digested cell suspension was incubated in DMEM/F12 containing 5% hr serum for 4 hr at 34°C. Sertoli and myoid cells attached to the culture plates. The spermatogonial cells, which remained in suspension, were collected before plating.

Sadri et al cultured human testicular cells overnight in uncoated dishes in supplemented MEM containing 10% FCS at 37°C and 5% CO2. After overnight incubation, floating cells were collected and cultured in uncoated dishes with supplemented StemPro-34 with human growth factors. In the case of overgrowth of flat cells with long extensions which were interpreted as somatic cells, only germ cells and round dividing cells were differentially passed to fresh dishes coated with human placenta laminin by vigorous pipetting.

In the current study, we have worked on human testicular biopsies that included at least 500,000 and at most 2,000,000 cells. We have also studied differential plating to enrich human spermatogonia on digested cell suspension in two aspects. First, was the common method of differential plating helpful to
enrich human spermatogonia for all tiny biopsy samples. And also, when cell count was more than $10^6$ cells in digested cell suspension, primary culture in DMEM-F12 with 10% FBS for overnight and transfer the suspended cells to specific human spermatogonial stem cells culture system, prevented disturbing influences of somatic cells over growth in SFM media.

Previous studies have reported different times for primary culture, 4 hours in Porcine, overnight in bovine and 3 hr in human $^{8,10,17}$. The second question asks the appropriate time to gain successful attachment of human sertoli and myoid cells to plastic dishes. After 3 hours examination, we observed many cells that had suspended and the majority of cells transferred with spermatogonia to SFM. However, after overnight examination we observed human fibroblast attached plastic dishes successfully.

When the cell number in primary count of testis biopsy was less than $10^6$ cells, enriching the spermatogonia was unsuccessful by differential plating. Decreasing the attaching cells during differential plating makes the confluency of cells in vitro condition too little. Then it is likely, that the cells could not interact with each other and early cell death would be observed. In this condition, (primary count of testis biopsy was less than $10^6$ cells) we do not suggest the primary culture in plastic dishes. So that we tried to support all the digested cells on gelatin and laminin coated dishes in DMEM-F12 with 10% FBS media for the first day and then changed the media with serum to the SFM the next day. In this way, we could culture human spermatogonial stem cells clusters derived from tiny testis biopsy.

Gelatin has often been used to coat plastic surfaces and enhance attachment of various cell type experiments in vitro culture. Gelatin is a derivative of matrix constituency and assists in attachment of cells to a surface and allows them to proliferate $^{18}$.

A previous study on mouse identified $\alpha_6$ and $\beta_1$-integrins as surface markers on spermatogonial stem cells $^{19}$. These integrins act as a laminin receptor and mediate cell attachment to laminin $^{20}$.

In this study, testicular biopsies were cultured (with less than $10^6$ cells) in 20 $\mu$l/ml laminin coated and 0.2% gelatin coated plates. Fibroblastic and myoid cell divided were controlled by decreasing amount of serum in SFM, but they supported spermatogonial stem cells clusters for several weeks. Just by morphology, human spermatogonial stem cell clusters condition was not so different on gelatin or laminin during several passages. It should be mentioned that we collected the colonies after 52 days to evaluate the culture system by immunochemistry test. For a long-term culture, spermatogonial stem cells cluster could not be supported by gelatin coated dish alone probably after aging fibroblastic cells. The accurate comparison between spermatogonial stem cell clusters condition on laminin or gelatin coated plates would be reliable by following the fate of the cells after transplantation.

Seandel et al, have identified GPR125 as a surface marker for self renewing clonogenic spermatogonial progenitor cells in mouse $^{6}$. He et al, isolated GPR125-positive spermatogonia from adult human testis, followed by magnetic-activated cell sorting. Results indicate that GPR125-positive spermatogonia are phenotypically putative human spermatogonial stem cells and retain an undifferentiated status in vitro. Then they could obtain ~3×$10^4$ human GPR125-positive spermatogonia from ~6×$10^6$ germ cells after MACS $^8$ (It implies 2% of total tested cells).

In this study, the culture process was evaluated after 52 days of specific human spermatogonial stem cells culture by GPR125 staining. The majority of cells on each field (more than 70%) were GPR125 positive. While based on previous human study that has been mentioned above, about 2% of germ cells reported GPR125-positive spermatogonia before culture. So far, we have been able to culture and proliferate human spermatogonial stem cells in human testicular biopsies suc-
cessfully by composing some methods such as differential plating, using gelatin and laminin coated plates and SFM that consist human specific growth factors. Expression of spermatogonial stem cells markers on the surface of these cells is usually weak. For Immunocytochemistry in those cases, it has been suggested to replace three layers staining instead of two layers staining \(^{21}\). Thus, we improved sensitivity of the test by using Labeled Streptavidin Biotin (LSAB) method.

Cell sorting methods like MACS and FACS were used to enrich spermatogonia from mouse, hamster, and monkey testicular tissue \(^{8,22-24}\). In general, when spermatogonial stem cells have been separated by conjugated antibodies, a high degree of cell purity was obtained, but a low number of cells resulted. After reviewing previous experiments using these technique on testicular tissue, the effect of viability on subsequent experiments is still questionable since viability was not often reported \(^{24,25}\).

This study has introduced a method to isolate and enrich human spermatogonial stem cells without common manipulations of the cells that is usual in cell sorting methods. Also, spermatogonial stem cells derived from testicular biopsies. It means a huge volume of testis sample with large amount of cells is not needed to isolate human spermatogonial stem cells. In this way, we get closer to the clinical purpose of spermatogonial stem cell in fertility treatment in the future.

**Conclusion**

Isolation and culture of human spermatogonial stem cells was fulfilled from TESE positive testicular biopsies with at least 500,000 to at most 2,000,000 cells. Differential plating performed to enrich human spermatogonial stem cells. Isolated cells proliferated in DMEM-F12 with GDNF, bFGF, EGF, LIF growth factors. Immunocytochemistry test showed that the majority of cells were GPR125 positive after 52 days of specific culture. Before any clinical usage of spermatogonial stem cells, more investigation is required to achieve isolated cancer cells from spermatogonial stem cells. In addition, improved freezing methods is required to maintain the cells for a long period of time.
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